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SYNOPSIS
Roles are reversed in the performance Reversible. Dancing 
in a bata de cola, the traditional dress with a long trail, and 
a mantón, the broad shawl, he challenges traditional gender 
roles in flamenco. Liñán “rules” the bata as if it is part of 
himself. He lets the woman inside him dance, uninhibited 
and without complexes.

With dancers José Maldonado and “La Piñona”, he 
investigates in a series of shimmering duets the field of 
tension between traditional and contemporary flamenco in 
a series of choreographies that revolve around Nietzsche’s 
quote “Man's maturity: to have regained the seriousness 
that he had as a child at play”. In Reversible, Manuel Liñán 
makes an “emotional journey that evokes the first memories, 
instincts and impulses”. 

A man’s maturity: “that is to have rediscovered the 
seriousness he possessed as a child at play”. - Nietzsche











CAST
Artistic direction
Manuel Liñán

Direction and stage assistance
Jose Maldonado

Dance and choreography
Lucia Álvarez “La Piñona”, Jose Maldonado y Manuel Liñán

Guest artists
Lucia Álvarez “La Piñona” y Jose Maldonado

Special collaboration
“El Torombo”

Singers
Miguel Ortega y David Carpio

Guitars
Francisco Vinuesa y Pino Losada

Percussion
Miguel "El Cheyenne"

Music
Francisco Vinuesa, Pino Lozada, Miguel "El Cheyenne", Miguel Ortega, David Carpio y popular

Costume design and paintings
José Maldonado

Costume workshop
Pili Cordero, Eva Pedraza, Lola Jabonero y Gabriel Besa

Mantones (Manila shawls)
Artesanía Textil (Sevilla)

Sound design
Kike Cabañas

Sound space creation
Víctor Guadiana

Lighting design
David Perez

Graphic design and photography
marcosGpunto

Tour Manager
Eva Marcelo

Executive production and Management
Ana Carrasco

Distribution
www.peinetaproducciones.com

www.manuellinan.com







Sprung from pure Flamenco, this artist exudes purity from himself and his dance. Manuel 
Liñán is life, freshness and passion. After many years researching new tendencies, the 
dancer and choreographer leans toward tradition, reaching a point of sheer geniality and 
simplicity, as he becomes a trend setter in Flamenco vanguard dancing.

His presentations are characterized by an absolute control of the stage due to his ability to 
create new paradigms to draw from. Manuel weaves a solid and traditional web where the 
Flamenco voice (cante), the guitar and the dance are hosts.

He has performed as a solo artist in various companies: Merche Esmeralda, Teresa Nieto 
and the New Spanish Ballet. He has also performed with artists like Belen Maya and 
Rafaela Carrasco. With Olga Pericet he also directed Camara Negra and with Marco Flores, 
Dos en Compañia.

Manuel Liñán is not only a dancer, but a choreographer and director. He has been invited 
on many occasions to choreograph for the Spanish National Ballet, Rafaela Carrasco, 
Teresa Nieto and the Spanish New Ballet. Drawing from these experiences he appears in 
REW with Daniel Doña in a project which allows him to develop as a choreographer and 
codirector.

In 2008 he begins his solo career in TAURO. Later he continuous with MUNDO, APARTE and 
SINERGIA, where he had the opportunity to travel to numerous prestigious festivals like 
the Jerez Festival which bestowed on him the best newcomer dancer prize.

A year later he was awarded the MAX de las Artes Escenicas prize as the best male 
performer and the first critic’s prize from FLAMENCO HOY.

In 2014 he presents Nómada in the Jerez Festival, an important festival for Flamenco, 
where he once again displays his talent both as a choreographer and a dancer. 

In 2015 presents Nómada in the Flamenco Festival London and in 2016 in the Flamenco 
Festival USA. 

In 2016 premiered Reversible at the XX Edition of the Festival Flamenco de Jerez, 
obtaining the Critic’s Choice Award as Best Show.
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Hugo Boss award (Young talents in the 
Performing Arts 2003).

First prize for a solo choreography in the 
Flamenco and Spanish Dance choreography 
contest in Madrid (2004).

Outstanding Dancer award in the Flamenco 
and Spanish Dance choreography contest in 
Madrid (2004).

Bailaor Revelación award by Deflamenco.com 
(2006).

Spanish Performing Arts MAX award for Best 
Choreography within the show ¨De Cabeza¨ 
(2009).

Finalist, MAX awards in 2009, 2010, 2011 y 
2012 for best dance performer.

Bailarín Revelación award in Festival de Jeréz 
(2012)

Finalist, MAX awards for best choreographer in 
¨REW¨ along with Daniel Doña (2013)

Max award 2013 for best male dance 
performer.

Specialized Critics award “Flamenco Hoy” for 
best flamenco dancer (2013 & 2014)

Critics award for Best Show in  Festival de Jerez 
2016 for REVERSIBLE

Max award 2017 for best male dance 
performer for REVERSIBLE
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“This show is of historic significance; a watershed production that provided a superb ending to this 
year’s Flamenco Festival London”.  DanceTabs, UK

“Liñán is one of flamenco’s great innovators; driving the art forward through the twenty-first 
century; but, unlike others in this avant garde, such as Galván and Rocío Molina, Liñán’s creativity 
is built firmly upon the solid foundation of flamenco tradition” DanceTabs, UK

“ He is a generous performer, a small man who pumps out big energy. His enjoyment is winning.” 
New York Times, USA

“Liñán’s gift is transcendental. He awakens rhythms, images, wildest possibilities of dance, and 
banishes the predictabilities of sitting in a theatre watching carefully staged flamenco”
The Financial Times, UK 

PRESS



“Manuel Liñán is the kind of creator who will make new fans for the genre, with his unique brand 
of fearless, innovative flamenco” The Upcoming, UK. 
 
"What we're talking about here is a priceless ability to combine classy showmanship and stylish 
design with fizzing invention and honest-to-goodness charisma.  Bring him back next year, 
Sadler's, and for more than one night - this is the kind of flamenco everyone should see."
The Arts Desk, UK
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